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RUNNING MASTERFUL
MEETINGS

Meetings Running Top-Drawer Meetings

Wasted time in meetings is like high blood pressure—it can prove fatal unless corrected. Without following a strong
meeting process, organizations hemorrhage away the one resource that can never be recaptured—time. It is not
unusual for meeting participants to admit that between 40 to 50% of the time spent in meetings is wasted. Yet these
costs never appear on the balance sheet even though they can amount to hundreds of thousands or even millions of
dollars a year in lost employee productivity. Discover how to better manage the three stages of a meeting and utilize
tools to evaluate meeting effectiveness.

Description:

4
234 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Meetings Switching Roles: Acting as a Meeting Leader and

Too many staff meetings, task forces, committees, and quality improvement teams rehash the same old issues and fail
to produce tangible results. For example, research indicates that 30% to 60% of the time spent in meetings is
wasted.

Learn the tools and techniques that help individuals who run meetings to act as a leader and a facilitator. By
doing so, one can enhance participation; clarify content, set ground rules and codes of conduct; deal with conflict;
evolve groups into teams; expedite consensus; map out tasks, define roles and responsibilities; and play the
communication roles that facilitate action.

Description:

12
9812 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Meetings Mastering Group Communication Roles

Everytime someone speaks in a group setting they are playing a role. These communication roles don’t last last
long—from a mimum of a couple of seconds to a maximum of a couple of minutes. Yet these “microroles” greatly
impact group effectiveness by determining how well the group handles information. In fact, these verbal patterns
determine whether individuals even understand what’s going on.

Description:

5
435 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Meetings Changing Group Norms

 Just as individuals behave in a certain way, so do groups. Norms are patterns of behavior that apply to an entire
group that ultimately determine their level of performance. Changing dysfunctional norms and developing more
healthy ones are one of the more subtle, yet critical aspects of evolving a group into a team. Norms are implicit and
explicit, functional and dysfunctional. They are sometimes easy to see and sometimes difficult to understand but they
are always important.

Description:

5
305 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours
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